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MININGWORLD RUSSIA 2017: SUCCESS
On 25–27 April 2017, the 21st international exhibition of machines and equipment 17 – 19 April 2018
for mining, processing and transportation of minerals, MiningWorld Russia, took
place in Crocus Expo, Moscow, Russia.
Crocus Expo, Moscow,
Russia
In 2017, 285 companies took part in the exhibition, 11% more than in 2016.
Exhibitors represented Russia, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Belarus, Canada, China, miningworld.ru
Croatia, Finland, France, Germany, the UK, Iran, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Norway,
Spain, Turkey and USA.
Exhibition space increased by 24%, totalling 8,133 sqm.
4,175 unique trade visitors* attended the exhibition over the three days, 26% more
visitors than in 2016. Visitors represented 42 countries and 64 regions of Russia.
In 2017, MiningWorld Russia surpassed the expectations of the exhibitors, who
highly appreciated the increase in number and professionalism of the visitors. This was
confirmed by the feedback from exhibitors:
‘There was a great number of visitors. We are truly happy with the results we got at
this exhibition and will be back next year’.
Marcis Pavars, Superior Industries
‘It was the best MiningWorld Russia that our company has exhibited at for 9 years.
We look forward to next year's event’.
Brett Morgan, Russell Mineral Equipment
‘This year we met key clients, communicated with potential partners and made
new interesting contacts. I would like to mention the increase in the number of visitors
compared to the previous year. We hope this trend will keep in the future’.
Olga Shvydko, Quarry-Service
‘Specialists had high interest in our stand and the equipment on show there.
We negotiated with existing clients and met new potential customers’.
Alexander Kuznetsov, Komatsu

BUSINESS PROGRAMME
On 25 April, the international conference ‘Technologies of Underground Mining
of Minerals’ was held within the business programme of the exhibition.
Producers and
suppliers
of
equipment
and
technologies
for
underground mining and representatives of leading enrichment plants discussed key
issues in the industry.
* The total excludes repeat entries.
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The moderator of the conference was Evgeny Kuzmin, Professor, Doctor of
Technical Science, Member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences, Head of
Technical Expertise Department of VNIPIpromtechnologii Engineering Center.
The conference was sponsored by Orica, Sulzer and KANEX Group. 167
professionals attended the conference and 14 presentations were given.
On 26 April, the ‘Gold and Technologies’ international conference was held.
Representatives from leading global companies of the gold mining industry shared their
experience and discussed key issues of implementing innovations. The moderator of
the conference was Sergey Kashuba, Chairman of the Russian Union of Gold
Producers. The sponsors were China Gold Trade, Energolab and Irgiredmet , 182
professionals took part, and 16 presentations were given.
Also on the second day within the business programme, the ‘Machinery and
Equipment for Open-Pit Mining’ conference took place. Producers and suppliers of
equipment for open-pit mining and representatives of leading Russian and
international enrichment plants shared their experience and discussed issue of
development in the industry. The conference was moderated by Roman Poderni,
Doctor of Technical Science, Member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences,
and Professor of Mining Equipment, Transport and Engineering of the MISiS National
University of Science and Technology. The sponsors were Komatsu, Bedeschi and AMC.
123 professionals attended the conference and 14 presentations were given.
The business programme also included the following events:





KolaVent – CFT Korfmman ventilation and de-dusting equipment for mines
and tunnels (presentation by KolaVent)
Minimising blasting work costs for open and underground mining by using
mobile modular production lines (presentation by NIPIGORMASH )
Solutions for Effective Mine Planning (seminar by Deswik)
Quality control and quality management in mining enterprises: tools and
technologies (seminar by Technolink)

MiningWorld Russia once again confirmed its status as an effective business platform
connecting producers and suppliers with Russian mining company representatives,
professionals from mineral processing enterprises, and trading companies interested
purchasing machinery, technology and equipment for mining, processing and
transportation of minerals. Thanks to the success of the event, 66% of MiningWorld
Russia 2018's exhibition space has already been booked.
ITE Group’s portfolio of mining exhibitions includes country’s leading international
trade exhibitions, covering all the key industry sectors for the mining market, such as:
MiningWorld Russia, MiningWorld Central Asia, MiningWorld Uzbekistan and
MiningWorld Ukraine.
MiningWorld Russia 2018 will take place from 17 to 19 April 2018 at Crocus Expo,
Moscow, Russia.
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